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showed up in the admin I have a model which gets all of it's fields from the django admin (see below for the model). My problem is that I don't want django to show the 'auto_created' field in my model's admin. I'm trying to pass it into the model's __init__ method but no dice. Here's my code:

from django.db import models from django.forms import modelform_factory class MAFModel(models.Model): key = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, null=True, unique=True) template = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, null=True) source_file =
models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True, null=True) auto_created = models.BooleanField(default=False) dates_added = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True) def __str__(self): return self.key class Meta: db_table = 'MAF_MODEL' class

MAFModelForm(modelform_factory(MAFModel, fields=('key', 'template','source_file'), extra=4)): class Meta: model = MAFModel exclude = ('auto_created',) I've tried passing it in as a keyword argument within __init__: class MAFModelForm(modelform_factory(MAFModel, fields=('key',
'template','source_file'), extra=4, auto_created=False)): class Meta: model = MAFModel
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exodus of residents after a state bill was signed into law by California Gov. Jerry Brown that would allow cities and towns to limit housing developments to a single-family home zone. The measure, AB1506, is mostly friendly to homeowners who own three- or four-bedroom single-family houses.
For two years, the bill languished in the Assembly and Senate, the measure stuck in the California State Senate and the California State Assembly, while the State Water Resources Control Board conducted a study about water use in the Bay Area. “When we started talking about it in the

beginning of the year, they were still saying the report was coming out,” said Paul DeCamp, a lobbyist for the California Homeowners Association, which supports AB1506. “And they passed AB1506 when it didn�
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